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Creator History
Leo Reisman was a bandleader from 1916 into the 1950's, most prominently in the 1930's. During the 1930's Reisman led bands that played on radio shows such as Lucky Strike's Your Hit Parade (1937-
1939), Philip Morris radio programs (1934-1937), and Schaefer Beer's Nine O'Clock Revue (1937). Reisman continued to lead bands through the 1940's and into the 1950's, playing in hotel ballrooms in New York and Cincinnati. Reisman died in 1961.

**Custodial History**

**Scope and Content Note**
The Leo Reisman collection contains primarily private acetate disc recordings of Reisman's radio performances of the 1930's. Included among the collection are extensive holdings of his Philip Morris radio program (the specific name of which is unclear) and Schaefer Beer Nine O'Clock Revue appearances. Less complete holdings for Lucky Strike's Your Hit Parade, and a radio program sponsored by the Ponds company (for which the name is unknown), are also included. Some of the performers who performed with Leo Reisman and his orchestra are: Fred Astaire, Sheila Barrett, Arthur Boran, Anita Boyer, the Capybara Harmonica Ensemble, Loretta Clemens, Glenn Darwin, Carol Deis, Milton Douglas and Priscilla, Morton Downey, Phil Duey, Ruth Etting, John Feeney, the Four Eton Boys, the Giersdorf Sisters, Mitzi Green, Ray Heatherton, the Jesters, the King's Men, Felix Knight, Gertrude Lawrence, Loretta Lee, Lotte Lehmann, Ed Leonard, the Mills Brothers, the Paul Whiteman Orchestra, the Pickens Sisters, Jane Pickens, Penny Powell, the Raymond Scott Quintet, the Ricci Orchestra, Bob Richardson, Lanny Ross, Thelma Rubin, Jimmy Shields, Ethel Shutta, Maria Silvera, Sally Singer, Eve Symington, the Symphonettes, the Three Jesters, the Three Sweethearts, Mary Jane Walsh, Leonard Whitcomb, Lawrence White, Lee Wiley, Trudy Wood, and Henny Youngman.

**Arrangement:** The collection is arranged into six series. Series I: Leo Reisman Orchestra radio broadcasts Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s) Series III: Ponds brand radio program Series IV: Schaefer Beer Nine O'Clock Revue (Radio program) Series V: Your Hit Parade (Radio program) Series VI: Other items

**Key Terms**

**Subjects**
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**Titles**
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Schaefer revue (Radio program)
Your hit parade (Radio program)
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Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
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Downey, Morton, 1901-1985
Duey, Phil, d. 1982
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Series I: Leo Reisman Orchestra radio broadcasts, 1940-1948
The series includes performances by the Leo Reisman Orchestra on unidentified radio programs. Anita Boyer and Bob Richardson are a few of the featured performers in this series. The series is arranged chronologically.

Radio broadcast.
*LO. 4459 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono. ; 10 in.)
Unknown test pressing. Issue numbers: 9625, 39219. Contents: Ole faithful -- Throwin' stones at the sun.

Radio broadcast.
*LT-10 6125 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-12 2768. Contents: We'll gather lilacs.

Radio broadcast.
*LT-10 6125 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961

Radio broadcast, June 7, 1940
*LT-10 6125 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Quenzer, Arthur
Di Lazzaro, E
Coslow, Sam
Bliss, Helen
Lane, Burton, 1912-1997

Radio broadcast, September 4, 1940
*LT-10 6125 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Quenzer, Arthur
Di Lazzaro, E
Coslow, Sam
Bliss, Helen
Lane, Burton, 1912-1997
On label: WOR. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 484, *LJ-10 485. Contents: Moon ray / Arthur Quenzer -- Ferry-boat serenade / E. Di Lazzaro -- Make believe island / Sam Coslow -- The moon won't talk / Helen Bliss -- Hold on to your hats. Don't let it get you down / Burton Lane.

Radio broadcast, May 1, 1942
*LT-10 6125 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, glass-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Richardson, Bob
Worth, Bobby
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Series I: Leo Reisman Orchestra radio broadcasts. (cont.)

Radio broadcast., October 27, 1948
*LJ-10 6125 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., November 3, 1948
*LJ-10 6125 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961

Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s)., 1934-1937
This series includes radio broadcasts, broadcast on the NBC Red network, which are sponsored by Philip Morris, but are otherwise unidentified. Some of the performers featured in this series are: Carol Deis; Phil Duey; Lucille Manners; Sally Singer; the Three Sweethearts, and the Four Eton Boys. A special feature of the series is the collection of School songs. The series is arranged chronologically.

Radio broadcast.
*LJ-10 6146 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Stept, Sam H
Webb, Chick
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast.
*LJ-10 6146 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Kahn, Gus
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast.
*LJ-10 6146 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Herbert, Victor
Duke, Vernon
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., August 14, 1934
*LJ-10 6146 (1 sound disc : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Con Conrad, Con
Sacco, Tony
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., October 2, 1934
*LJ-10 6147 (3 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Herbert, Victor
Duke, Vernon
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast, October 9, 1934
*L T-10 6147 (2 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Loeb, John JacobYoumans, VincentLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, October 16, 1934
*L T-10 6147 (3 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast, October 30, 1934
*L T-10 6148 (2 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallySchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Coward, Noel, 1899-1973Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, November 6, 1934
*L T-10 6148 (4 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallyMcHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969Hanighen, BernardLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, November 20, 1934
*L T-10 6148 (3 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilVannRodriguez, G.H. MatosSchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Delettre, JeanLeo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast, November 27, 1934
*LT-10 6148 (3 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Duey, Phil; Singer, Sally; Porter, Cole; Bleyer, Archie; Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984; Pollack, Lew; Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 4, 1934
*LT-10 6149 (2 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Singer, Sally; Kahn, Gus; Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 11, 1934
*LT-10 6149 (2 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Singer, Sally; Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986; Flynn, Allan; Ellington, Duke, 1899-1974; Logan, Frederick Knight; Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 18, 1934
*LT-10 6149 (2 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Duey, Phil; Singer, Sally; Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984; Porter, Cole, 1891-1964; Duke, Vernon; Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, January 1, 1935
*LT-10 6149 (4 sound discs : analog ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Singer, Sally; Porter, Cole, 1891-1964; Coward, Noel, 1899-1973; Conrad, Con; Leo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast,. January 8, 1935
*L-10 6150 (3 sound discs: analog; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallyYoumans, VincentRainger, RalphHerbert,
Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Porter, Cole, 1891-1964Leo Reisman Orchestra
NBC radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY). Performers: Sally
Singer; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted.
Original in: *LJ-10 620, *LJ-10 621, *LJ-10 622.Contents: The river boat shuffle -- Through the
years. Drums in my heart / Vincent Youmans -- June in January / Ralph Rainger -- The night is
young -- Orange blossoms. Kiss in the dark / Victor Herbert -- Blue moon / Richard Rodgers --
Anything goes. I get a kick out of you / Cole Porter.

Radio broadcast,. January 15, 1935
*L-10 6150 (3 sound discs: analog; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallyDelettre, JeanPorter, ColeMorton, FerdinandStrauss,
Robin, LeoLeo Reisman Orchestra
NBC radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY). Performers: Sally
Singer; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted.
Delettre -- Rhumba caliente -- Anything goes / Cole Porter -- Milenburg joys / Ferdinand Morton
-- On the beautiful blue Danube / Johann Strauss -- With every breath I take / Leo Robin.

Radio broadcast,. February 12, 1935
*L-10 6150 (4 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSinger, SallySchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Levinson,
JerryGrosz, WillHerbert, VictorDonaldson, WalterLeo Reisman Orchestra
NBC radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY). Performers: Phil
Duey; Sally Singer; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items
music. You and the night and the music / Arthur Schwartz -- Throwing stones at the sun -- I've
got an invitation to a dance / Jerry Levinson -- The isle of Capri / Will Grosz -- Paradise waltz --
Naughty Marietta. Ah! Sweet mystery of life / Victor Herbert -- In a blue and pensive mood /
Jerry Levinson -- Jungle fever / Walter Donaldson.

Radio broadcast,. February 19, 1935
*L-10 6151 (3 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Cadman, Charles
WakefieldConrad, ConRomberg, SigmundKern, Jerome, 1885-
1945Leo Reisman Orchestra
NBC Red network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY).
Performers: Phil Duey; Sally Singer; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original
You're the tops / Cole Porter -- From the land of the sky blue waters / Charles Wakefield
Cadman -- The continental / Con Conrad -- With every breath I take / Leo Robin -- Revenge
with music. Maria / Arthur Schwartz -- The very thought of you / Ray Noble -- Show boat. Make
believe / Jerome Kern.

Radio broadcast,. March 19, 1935
*L-10 6151 (4 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilDeis, CarolRevel, HarryRomberg, SigmundKern, Jerome,
1885-1945Herford, HaroldLeo Reisman Orchestra
NBC Red network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY).
Performers: Phil Duey; Carol Deis; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original
Romberg -- La cucaracha -- Piedad -- Three sisters. I won't dance / Jerome Kern -- Serenade
to a wealthy widow -- Cat and the fiddle. Night was made for love / Jerome Kern -- I hear you
Radio broadcast, March 26, 1935
*LT-10 6152 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Deis, Carol
Singer, Sally
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Wrubel, Allie
Carmichael, Hoagy, 1899-1981
Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984
Meyer, Joseph
Duke, Vernon
Leo Reisman Orchestra

NBC Red network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY).
Performers: Phil Duey ; Carol Deis ; Sally Singer ; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman.

Radio broadcast, April 9, 1935
*LT-10 6152 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Deis, Carol
Singer, Sally
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Klickman, F. Henry
Ahlert, Fred E., 1892-1953
Romberg, Sigmund
Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Grosz, Will
Leo Reisman Orchestra

NBC Red network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY).
Performers: Phil Duey ; Carol Deis ; Sally Singer ; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman.

Radio broadcast, April 23, 1935
*LT-10 6153 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Singer, Sally
Revel, Harry
Bixio, Cesare A
Donaldson, Walter
Youmans, Vincent
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Porter, Cole, 1891-1964
Coward, Noel, 1899-1973
Leo Reisman Orchestra

NBC network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAF (New York, NY). Performers: Carol Deis ; Phil Duey ; Sally Singer ; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman.
Contents: Opening announcements -- Let's spill the beans / Harry Revel -- Tell me that you love me / Cesare A. Bixio -- Clouds / Walter Donaldson -- Carioca / Vincent Youmans -- Cat and the fiddle. Night was made for love / Jerome Kern -- March winds and April showers -- Lullaby of Broadway / Harry Warren -- Gay divorcee. Night and day / Cole Porter -- Bitter sweet. I'll see you again / Noel Coward -- Closing announcements.
Radio broadcast., May 7, 1935
*L T-10 6153 (6 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast., May 21, 1935

Radio broadcast., May 28, 1935

Radio broadcast., June 4, 1935
Radio broadcast,. June 11, 1935
*L T-10 6155 (5 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilDeis, CarolSinger, SallyTobias, CharlieRomberg, SigmundWrubel, AllieBleyer, ArchieCoslow, SamTolmin, TrumanLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast,. June 18, 1935
*L T-10 6156 (5 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilDeis, CarolSinger, SallyPickens, JaneBowman, BrooksLisle, ClaudeJoseph Rouget deBixio, CesareAForesythe, ReginaldRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945Filiberto, Juan de DiosCadman, CharlesWakefieldWarren, Harry, 1893-1981Leo Reisman OrchestraPickens Sisters

Radio broadcast,. June 25, 1935
*L T-10 6156 (5 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSinger, SallyWebster, Paul FrancisHerbert, VictorTobias, HenryCoslow, SamWrubel, AllieLewis, Sam MLeo Reisman OrchestraFoursome
Radio broadcast., July 2, 1935
*LT-10 6157 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSinger, SallyYoumans, VincentSilver, AbnerPhile, PhilipKern, Jerome, 1885-1945ConHerbert,
VictorWendling, PeteKlickman, F. HenryLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys
NBC Red network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAf (New York, NY).
Performers: Phil Duey ; Sally Singer ; Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Four Eton Boys. Conductor:
Youmans -- Chasing shadows / Abner Silver -- Hall, Columbia / Philip Phile -- Roberta. Touch of
your hand / Jerome Kern -- The champagne waltz / Con Conrad -- Naughty Marietta. I’m falling
in love with someone / Victor Herbert -- I believe in miracles / Pete Wendling -- Three sisters. I
won’t dance / Jerome Kern -- Waters of the Perkiomen / F. Henry Klickman -- Closing
announcements.

Radio broadcast., July 9, 1935
*LT-10 6157 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilManners, LucilleHandy, W.CNoble, RayRomberg, SigmundRobledo, JulainSamuels, Walter GLeo
Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys
NBC Red network radio program. Broadcast over radio station WEAf (New York, NY).
Performers: Phil Duey ; Lucille Manners ; Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Four Eton Boys. Conductor:
689.Contents: Opening announcements -- St. Louis blues / W.C. Handy -- The very thought of
you / Ray Noble -- New moon. Stouthearted men / Sigmund Romberg -- Three o’clock in the
morning / Julian Robledo -- The gaucho / Walter G. Samuels -- Closing announcements.

Radio broadcast., July 16, 1935
*LT-10 6157 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSinger, SallyLogan, Frederick KnightDamerall, Stanley J.Tomlin, TrumanPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Leo
Reisman Orchestra
Broadcast over radio station WEAf (New York, NY). Performers: Phil Duey : Sally Singer : Leo
Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in:
*LJ-10 690, *LJ-10 691, *LJ-10 692.Contents: Opening announcements -- The Missouri waltz / Frederick Knight Logan -- The lady of Madrid / Stanley J. Damerall -- What’s the reason (I’m not
pleasin’ you)? / Truman Tomlin -- Anything goes. All through the night / Cole Porter -- When day
is done -- Closing announcements.

Radio broadcast., July 23, 1935
*LT-10 6158 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallyStolz, RobertAdamson, HaroldLeo Reisman Orchestra
Broadcast over radio station WEAf (New York, NY). Performers: Sally Singer ; Leo Reisman
693.Contents: Opening announcements -- The happy heart -- Two hearts beat in three quarter
time / Robert Stolz -- Everything’s been done before / Harold Adamson -- Closing
announcements.
Radio broadcast,. July 30, 1935
*LT-10 6158 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSinger, SallyRaksin, DavidRomberg, SigmundLango,
PabloForesythe, ReginaldLoeb, John JacobLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 6, 1935
*LT-10 6158 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilYoumans, VincentRomberg, SigmundDamerall, Stanley JCoward, Noel, 1899-1973De Koven, ReginaldLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 13, 1935
*LT-10 6158 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Carr, MichaelBerlin, IrvingYoumans, VincentLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 20, 1935
*LT-10 6915 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilHill, WilliamSanders, JulioSpina, HaroldLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 27, 1935
*LT-10 6915 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsPhilip Morris adClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilWarren, Harry, 1893-1981Caesar, IrvingHerbert, VictorNoble, RayLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys
Radio broadcast., September 3, 1935
*LT-10 6915 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilBerlin, Irving, 1888-1989Revel, HarryRobledo, JulianLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., September 9, 1935
*LT-10 6915 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilBerlin, IrvingGordon, MackLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., September 17, 1935
*LT-10 6915 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., September 24, 1935
*LT-10 6915 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilDamerall, Stanley JStolz, RobertKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., October 1, 1935
*LT-10 6916 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Berlin, IrvingRomberg, SigmundRevel, HarryGrosz, WillBowman, BrooksCadman, Charles WakefieldLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., October 8, 1935
*LT-10 6916 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s). (cont.)

Radio broadcast., October 15, 1935
*L T-10 6916 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Yoomans, VincentLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., October 29, 1935
*L T-10 6916 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Revel, HarryLeo Reisman Orchestra
On label: WEAF. Incomplete program. Performers: Phil Duey ; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 720, *LJ-10 721.Contents: Twenty four hours a day -- Jubilee. When love comes your way / Cole Porter -- I wish I were Aladdin / Harry Revel -- Drink to me only with thine eyes.

Radio broadcast., November 5, 1935
*L T-10 6916 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSinger, SallyEllis, VivianGorney, JayPorter, Cole, 1891-1964McHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969Leo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton BoysThree Sweethearts

Radio broadcast., November 12, 1935
*L T-10 6917 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilConrad, ConLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., November 19, 1935
*L T-10 6917 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsWe're the boys from I.O.UReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilAkst, HarryWilliams, HughCaryll, IvanKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Porter, ColeBrown, Nacio HerbLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton BoysThree Sweethearts

Radio broadcast., November 26, 1935
*L T-10 6917 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Brown, Nacio HCarr, MichaelLeo Reisman OrchestraThree SweetheartsFour Eton Boys
Guide to the
Leo Reisman collection of sound recordings [sound recording]

Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s), (cont.)

Radio broadcast, December 3, 1935
*L-10 6917 (2 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate: 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Mercer, Johnny
Klickman, F. Henry
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 10, 1935
*L-10 6917 (3 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate: 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Romberg, Sigmund
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 17, 1935
*L-10 6918 (4 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate: 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Coots, J. Fred
Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 24, 1935
*L-10 6918 (3 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate: 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Youmans, Vincent
Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Swanstrom, Arthur M.
Tobias, Charlie
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast, December 31, 1935
*L-10 6918 (2 sound discs: analog, aluminum-based acetate: 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Mercer, Johnny
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast. January 7, 1936
*LT-10 6918 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate : 10 in.)
As thousands cheer. Selection
Opening announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Singer, Sally
Youmans, Vincent
Strauss, Johann, 1825-1899
Gordon, Mack
Lunceford, Jimmie
Robin, Leo
Berlin, Irving, 1888-1989
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Three Sweethearts
Four Eton Boys


Contents: Opening announcements -- Great day. Great day / Vincent Youmans -- The great waltz. With all my heart / Johann Strauss -- I feel like a feather in the breeze / Mack Gordon -- (If I had) Rhythm in my nursery rhymes / Jimmie Lunceford -- One man band -- If I should lose you / Leo Robin -- As thousands cheer. Selections / Irving Berlin.

Radio broadcast. January 14, 1936
*LT-10 6919 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate : 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Henderson, Ray
Kennedy, Jimmy
Moret, Neil
Burke, Joe
Donaldson, Walter
Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys
Three Sweethearts


Contents: Opening announcements -- Good news. Good news / Ray Henderson -- The general's fast asleep / Jimmy Kennedy -- Chloe / Neil Moret -- Moon over Miami / Joe Burke -- It's been so long / Walter Donaldson -- Love is a dancing thing / Arthur Schwartz.

Radio broadcast. February 25, 1936
*LT-10 6919 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate : 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Nelson, Eddie
McHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969
Friend, Cliff
Leo Reisman Orchestra


Contents: Please believe me -- Love came out of the night / Eddie Nelson -- Sugar babies. I'm shooting high / Jimmy McHugh -- Wah-hoo! / Cliff Friend.

Radio broadcast. March 3, 1936
*LT-10 6919 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate : 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Nelson, Eddie
McHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969
Friend, Cliff
Leo Reisman Orchestra


Contents: Please believe me -- Love came out of the night / Eddie Nelson -- Sugar babies. I'm shooting high / Jimmy McHugh -- Wah-hoo! / Cliff Friend.

Radio broadcast. March 10, 1936
*LT-10 6919 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate : 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Lada, Anton
Brown, Nacio Herb
Mercer, Johnny
Klickman, F. Henry
Leo Reisman Orchestra


Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s), (cont.)

Radio broadcast, March 17, 1936
*L T-10 6920 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
As thousands cheer. MedleyReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilSilverna, MariaKrakeur,
JacquesGershwin, George, 1898-1937Berlin, Irving, 1888-1989Leo Reisman OrchestraFour
Eton BoysThree Sweethearts
On label: WEAF. Performers: Phil Duey ; Maria Silverna ; Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Four Eton
Boys ; Three Sweethearts. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted.
Original in: *LJ-10 761, *LJ-10 762, *LJ-10 763.Contents: It's a great day to be in love again --,
Tell me little gypsy -- You're Toots to me / Jacques Krakeur -- Porgy and Bess. It ain't
necessarily so / George Gershwin -- As thousands cheer. Medley / Irving Berlin.

Radio broadcast, March 24, 1936
*L T-10 6920 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Unidentified songReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Berlin, Irving, 1888-1989Loewe, FrederickMoret,
NeilLeo Reisman Orchestra
On label: WEAF. Parts 3 and 7 missing. Performer: Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo
766.Contents: Alexander's rag-time band / Irving Berlin -- The illustrator's show. Waltz was born
in Vienna / Frederick Loewe -- March winds and April showers -- Chloe / Neil Moret --
Unidentified song -- Let's face the music and dance / Irving Berlin.

Radio broadcast, March 31, 1936
*L T-10 6920 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallyHandy, W.CMencher, MurrayBerlin, IrvingSchwartz,
Arthur, 1900-1984Leo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton BoysThree Sweethearts
On label: WEAF. Parts 2 and 5 missing. Performers: Sally Singer ; Leo Reisman Orchestra ;
Four Eton Boys ; Three Sweethearts. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items
fun / Murray Mencher -- Follow the fleet. We saw the sea / Irving Berlin -- West wind -- Princess
Charming. You / Arthur Schwartz.

Radio broadcast, April 7, 1936
*L T-10 6920 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Ohman, PhilJones, IshamMercer, JohnnyErickson, JackBerlin,
IrvingLeo Reisman Orchestra
On label: WEAF. Parts 2 and 6 missing. Performer: Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo
771.Contents: Lost / Phil Ohman -- No greater love / Isham Jones -- Goody goody / Johnny
Mercer -- Moonlight in Hilo / Jack Erickson -- Follow the fleet. Let yourself go / Irving Berlin.

Radio broadcast, April 14, 1936
*L T-10 6921 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Alter, LouisNoble, RayWendling, PeteBerlin, IrvingLeo Reisman
Orchestra
On label: WEAF. Parts 2 and 6 missing. Performer: Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo
774.Contents: A melody from the sky / Louis Alter -- The touch of your lips / Ray Noble --
There's always a happy ending -- I'm a fool for loving you / Pete Wendling -- I'd rather lead a
band / Irving Berlin.
Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s), (cont.)

Radio broadcast, April 28, 1936
*L T-10 6921 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast, May 5, 1936
*L T-10 6921 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961McHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969Lawnhurst, VeeBerlin, Irving, 1888-1989Ohman, PhilLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, May 12, 1936
*L T-10 7041 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Webb, ChickDavid, MackJones, IshamMercer, JohnnySigler, MauriceLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, May 19, 1936
*L T-10 7041 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast, May 26, 1936
*L T-10 7041 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Caesar, IrvingRedmond, NNoble, RayBerlin, Irving, dLeo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast., June 2, 1936
*LJ-10 6922 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Irving Berlin medley
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Hoffman, Al
Krakeur, Jacques
Strachey, Jack
Lawnhurst, Vee
Loewe, Frederick
Leo Reisman Orchestra


Radio broadcast., June 9, 1936
*LJ-10 6922 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Sigler, Maurice
Leo Reisman Orchestra


Radio broadcast., June 30, 1936
*LJ-10 6922 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Clemens, Loretta
Lavant, Phil
Lehár, Franz
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Three Sweethearts


Radio broadcast., July 7, 1936
*LJ-10 6922 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Clemens, Loretta
Lavant, Phil
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Brown, Nacio Herb
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Three Sweethearts


Radio broadcast., July 21, 1936
*LJ-10 6923 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Opening announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Clemens, Loretta
Tipton, Bill
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Brown, Nacio Herb
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys


Radio broadcast., July 28, 1936
*LJ-10 6923 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Handy, W.C.
Revel, Harry
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast,. August 4, 1936
*L T-10 6923 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilLawnhurst, VeeDeCosta, LeonRevel, HarryLehár, FranzLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 11, 1936
*L T-10 6923 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
The vagabond king medleyReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaYoumans, Donaldson, WalterPorter, ColeTipton, BillLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 18, 1936
*L T-10 6924 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
I love LouisaReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaCaesar, IrvingRevel, Coward, Noel, 1899-1973Ingraham, RoySchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Leo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. August 25, 1936
*L T-10 6924 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LoreCecil Gordon, MackDuke, VernonTilzer, HarryvonYoumans, VincentLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast,. September 1, 1936
*L T-10 6924 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, Lawnhurst, VeeRevel, HarryKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Leo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys
Radio broadcast, September 8, 1936
*L T-10 6924 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaDeCosta, LeonPollack, LewLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast, September 15, 1936
*L T-10 6925 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Way you look tonightReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaGordon, MackKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Spina, HaroldShaw, ArtieConrad, ConLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast, September 22, 1936
*L T-10 6925 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Way you look tonightCollege medleyReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaDonaldson, WalterWeslyn, LouisLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys

Radio broadcast, September 29, 1936
*L T-10 6925 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Way you look tonightCollege medleyReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Gershwin, George, 1898-1937Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, October 6, 1936
*L T-10 6925 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, PhilClemens, LorettaIngraham, RoyPosford, GeorgePollack, LewFagan, Vincent FLeo Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys
Radio broadcast., October 13, 1936
*L-T-10 6926 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, Phil; Clemens, Loretta; Schertzinger, Victor; Handman, Lou; Zimmerman, Charles A.; Leo Reisman Orchestra; Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., October 20, 1936
*L-T-10 6926 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey, Phil; Clemens, Loretta; Porter, Cole, 1891-1964; Churchill, Savannah; Duke, Vernon; Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945; Leo Reisman Orchestra; Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., October 27, 1936
*L-T-10 6926 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Clemens, Loretta; Strauss, Johann, 1825-1899; Porter, Cole, 1891-1964; Shaw, Artie; Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., November 3, 1936
*L-T-10 6926 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Duey, Phil; Clemens, Loretta; Revel, Harry; Ellington, Duke, 1899-1974; Bingham, H.; Leo Reisman Orchestra; Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., November 10, 1936
*L-T-10 6927 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961; Duey, Phil; Clemens, Loretta; De Rose, Peter; Donovan, Walter; Porter, Cole, 1891-1964; Pollack, Lew; Hamilton, James Shelley; Leo Reisman Orchestra; Four Eton Boys
Radio broadcast., November 17, 1936
*LT-10 6927 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Clemens, Loretta
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Gay, Noel
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., November 24, 1936
*LT-10 6927 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Burke, Joe
McGiveran, B.S
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., December 1, 1936
*LT-10 6927 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Porter, Cole, 1891-1964
Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Hopkins, R.C
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., December 8, 1936
*LT-10 6928 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Duey, Phil
Barczi, Tibor
Loeb, John Jacob
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys

Radio broadcast., December 15, 1936
*LT-10 6928 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Sigler, Maurice
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Four Eton Boys
Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s). (cont.)

Radio broadcast., December 22, 1936
*L T-10 6928 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Youmans, VincentBernard, FelixWaldteufel, Charles EmilLeo
Reisman OrchestraFour Eton Boys
On label: WEAF. Performers: Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Four Eton Boys. Conductor: Leo
wonderland / Felix Bernard -- Santa Claus is coming to town -- The skater's waltz / Charles
Emil Waldteufel -- Jingle bells -- Silent night.

Radio broadcast., December 29, 1936
*L T-10 6928 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Coward, Noel, 1899-1973Wilson, Lester JLeo Reisman
OrchestraFour Eton Boys
On label: WEAF. Performers: Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Four Eton Boys. Conductor: Leo
do the darndest things -- La bamba -- Third little show. Mad dogs and Englishmen / Noel
Coward -- Bow down to Washington / Lester J. Wilson -- University of Pittsburgh alma mater.

Radio broadcast., January 5, 1937
*L T-10 6928 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 874, *LJ-10 875, *LJ-10 876.Contents: Red, hot and
blue. It's de-lovely / Cole Porter -- Pennies from heaven -- I've got you under my skin / Cole
Porter -- This'll make you whistle. I'm in a dancing mood / Maurice Sigler -- I'll sing you a
thousand love songs / Harry Warren -- New moon. Stouthearted men / Sigmund Romberg.

Radio broadcast., January 12, 1937
*L T-10 7042 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Way you look tonightReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Duey , PhilKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Rodriguez,
G.H. MatosPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Youmans, VincentLeo Reisman OrchestraGiersdorf
SistersSwing Fourteen
On label: WEAF. Performers: Phil Duey ; Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Giersdorf Sisters ; Swing
Fourteen. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 877,
*LJ-10 878, *LJ-10 879.Contents: With plenty of money and you -- The way you look tonight /
Jerome Kern -- La cumparsita / G.H. Matos Rodriguez -- Organ grinder's swing -- Easy to love /

Radio broadcast., January 19, 1937
*L T-10 7042 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
SistersPhilip Morris Ensemble
On label: WEAF. Performers: Phil Duey ; Leo Reisman Orchestra ; Giersdorf Sisters ; Philip
in your dreams -- There's something in the air / Jimmy McHugh -- Love marches on / Charles
Series II: Philip Morris radio program(s), (cont.)

Radio broadcast, January 26, 1937
*L-T-10 7042 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Baer, Abel Porter, Cole, 1891-1964 Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, February 2, 1937
*L-T-10 7042 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Waxman, Franz Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, February 9, 1937
*L-T-10 6994 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Bandwagon medley Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Duey, Phil Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984 Lombardo, Carmen Greer, Jesse Swing Fourteen

Series III: Ponds brand radio program, 1932
This series consists of an unidentified radio program sponsored by the Ponds company. Some of the performers included in this series are Sally Singer and Lee Wiley.

Radio broadcast.
*L-T-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Baker, Phil Donaldson, Walter Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast.
*L-T-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, paper-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Advertisement Unidentified song
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961

Radio broadcast.
*L-T-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, paper-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Wiley, Lee Kahn, Gus Leo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast., July 22, 1932
*L T-10 7067 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, paper-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Singer, SallyLoeb, John JacobLeo Reisman Orchestra
South in my soul -- Rhapsody in rhythm -- Masquerade / John Jacob Loeb.

Radio broadcast., August 19, 1932
*L T-10 7067 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, paper-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Wiley , LeeArlen, Harold, 1905-1986Leo Reisman Orchestra
Music, music everywhere (but not a song in my heart) / Harold Arlen -- In a garden -- Este nationairs en bracchio -- Paul Whiteman program excerpt.

The majority of materials in this series are excerpts of complete radio broadcasts. Many items in this series are not attributed to any specific date. Some of the performers featured in this series are: Capybara Harmonica Ensemble ; Glenn Darwin ; Morton Downey ; Ray Heatherton ; Felix Knight ; Bert Lahr, and Fred Utell. The series is arranged chronologically.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Darwin, GlennFranklin, Dave
Parts 1 and 3 only of undated program. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Glenn Darwin. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 891.Contents: Old King Cole -- Everything you said came true / Dave Franklin.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Handy , W.C

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudHudson, WillCapybara Harmonica Ensemble

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Knight, FelixL'Apel, LeonRimsky-Korsakov, NikolayCapybara Harmonica Ensemble
Parts 2 and 4 only. Performers: Felix Knight ; Leon L'Apel ; Capybara Harmonica Ensemble. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 894.Contents:
Then you'll remember me -- Tsar Sultan. Flight of the bumblebee / Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov.
Series IV: Schaefer Beer Nine O’clock Revue (Radio program). (cont.)

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Contents: Tango della rosa -- Wine women and song waltz / Strauss.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Contents: Cat and the fiddle. Night was made for love / Jerome Kern -- She didn't say yes / Jerome Kern -- Three sisters. I won't dance / Jerome Kern.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 6994 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 5 and 7 only. Performer: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 897.
Contents: Thanksgiving -- My one and only. Nice work if you can get it / George Gershwin.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 5 and 7 only. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Ray Heatherton. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 898.
Contents: Mr. Ghost goes to town / Irving Mills -- You and I know.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 5 and 7 only. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Ray Heatherton. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 899.
Contents: Remember me / Edward Kunneke -- Afraid to dream / Harry Revel.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 5 and 7 only. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Morton Downey. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 900.
Contents: The moon of Manakoora / Alfred Newman -- Where have we met before?

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 5 and 7 only. Performer: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 901.
Contents: Shall we dance?

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 7 and 10 only. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Eve Symington. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 902.
Contents: Goin' home / William Arms Fisher -- Rhumba.
Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7043 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Parts 6 and 9 only. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 904. Contents: You've got to have umph! -- You can't stop me from dreaming.

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Shields, JimmyLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Porter, ColeLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast.
*L T-10 7057 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudEllington, Duke, 1899-1974Reisman OrchestraEllington OrchestraReisman Chorus

Radio broadcast., February 7, 1937
*L T-10 7043 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Radio broadcast., February 14, 1937
*L-10 7045 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Lawrence, GertrudeHeatherton, RayFrancis, ArleneUtell, FredRevel, HarryBraham, PhilipLeo Reisman Orchestra
Parts 6 and 8 missing. Performers: Gertrude Lawrence ; Ray Heatherton ; Arlene Francis ; Fred Utell ; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 910, "LJ-10 911, "LJ-10 912.Contents: Opening announcements -- Play, orchestra, play -- May I have the next romance with you? / Harry Revel -- He means well -- One more romance -- The man I've saved up for a rainy day -- Goodnight, my love / Harry Revel -- Limehouse blues / Philip Braham.

Radio broadcast., February 21, 1937
*L-10 7045 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RaySkit, RamonaBerlin, Irving, dPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Irwin, WillBlaufuss, WalterLombardo, CarmenLeo Reisman Orchestra
Radio program broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System. Air check from WOR (New York, NY). Performers: Ray Heatherton ; Ramona Skit ; Leo Reisman Orchestra. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 913, "LJ-10 914, "LJ-10 915, "LJ-10 916.Contents: I've got my love to keep me warm / Irving Berlin -- Tangos -- Red, hot and blue! Ozarks are calling me home / Cole Porter -- The show is on. Long as you got your health / Will Irwin -- Your eyes have told me so / Walter Blaufuss -- The goose hangs high / Carmen Lombardo -- I've got you under my skin / Cole Porter -- Plenty of money and you.

Radio broadcast., February 28, 1937
*L-10 7046 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsBert Lahr skitReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayFrancis, ArleneUtell, FredCollier, BudKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Kennedy, JimmyBaer, AbelLeo Reisman OrchestraSymphonettes

Radio broadcast., March 7, 1937
*L-10 7046 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Radio broadcast, March 14, 1937
*LT-10 7047 (5 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayPheeny, JohnRaphioUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudLombardo, CarmenPorter,
ColeLeo Reisman OrchestraSymphonettes

Radio broadcast, March 21, 1937
*LT-10 7047 (4 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast, March 28, 1937
*LT-10 7048 (4 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudDuke, VernonYoung, JoeRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Revel, HarryLeo Reisman OrchestraMills BrothersSymphonettes

Radio broadcast, April 4, 1937
*LT-10 7048 (5 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudPorter, ColeDuke, VernonPowell, TeddyStrauss, Johann, 1825-1899Lombardo, CarmenLeo Reisman OrchestraSymphonettes
Radio broadcast., April 11, 1937  
*L T-10 7049 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)  
OrchestraSymphonettes  

Radio broadcast., April 18, 1937  
*L T-10 7049 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)  
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Green, MitziHeatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudLeo ReismanSymphonettes  

Radio broadcast., April 25, 1937  
*L T-10 7050 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)  
Opening announcementsSheila Barrett entranceSheila Barrett routineClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Youngman, HennyHeatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Leo ReismanOrchestraSymphonettes  

Radio broadcast., May 2, 1937  
*L T-10 7050 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)  
Opening announcementsSheila Barrett entranceSheila Barrett routineClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Barrett, SheilaHeatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudMercer, JohnnyCarmichael, HoagyMcHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969Gershwin, George, 1898-1937Leo ReismanOrchestraSymphonettes  
Series IV: Schaefer Beer Nine O'clock Revue (Radio program). (cont.)

Radio broadcast., May 9, 1937
*L-10 7051 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudHandy, W.C.Burleigh, H. T. (Harry Thacker), 1866-1949Tomlin, PinkyMunson, EddieLeo Reisman OrchestraSymphonettes

Radio broadcast., May 16, 1937
*L-10 7051 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast., May 23, 1937
*L-10 7052 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsThe PiccolinoClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudLeo Reisman OrchestraSymphonettes

Radio broadcast., May 30, 1937
*L-10 7052 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Pearl, JackHeatherton, RayUtell, FredFrancis, ArleneCollier, BudGershwin, George, 1898-1937Leo Reisman OrchestraSymphonettes
Radio program broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System. Air check from WOR (Newark, NJ). Incomplete show. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 970, "LJ-10 971.Contents: Opening announcements -- Swing high, swing low -- They can't take that away from me -- La comparsa -- Shall we dance. Slap that bass / George Gershwin.

Radio broadcast., September 9, 1937
*L-10 7052 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Radio broadcast, September 16, 1937
*L T-10 7052 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudYoumans, VincentLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, September 23, 1937
*L T-10 7053 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast, September 30, 1937
*L T-10 7053 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudScotto, VincenJohnston, ArthurMasseger, AndreLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, October 7, 1937
*L T-10 7054 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Brown, LewLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman ChorusStoopnagle and Bud

Radio broadcast, October 14, 1937
*L T-10 7054 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudPorter, ColeMadison, NathHupfeld, HermanLehár, FranzLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus
Radio broadcast, October 21, 1937
*LT-10 7055 (5 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Heatherton, Ray
Collier, Bud
Porter, Cole, 1891-1964
Porter, Cole
Chaplin, Saul
Kunneke, Edward
Youmans, Vincent
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Leo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, October 28, 1937
*LT-10 7055 (2 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Heatherton, Ray
Collier, Bud
Mercer, Johnny
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Leo Reisman Chorus
Contents: Mama, I want to make rhythm -- Have you got any castles, baby? / Johnny Mercer.

Radio broadcast, November 4, 1937
*LT-10 7055 (3 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Heatherton, Ray
Collier, Bud
Lecuona, Ernesto
Hollander, Frederick
Porter, Cole
Williams, Hugh
Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Leo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, November 11, 1937
*LT-10 7056 (5 sound discs: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Heatherton, Ray
Collier, Bud
Pheny, John
Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984
Ellington, Duke, 1899-1974
Moore, Thomas
Brown, Nacio Herb
Scotto, Vincent
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Leo Reisman Chorus
Contents: Opening announcements -- Virginia. Good-bye, Jonah / Arthur Schwartz -- Mood indigo / Duke Ellington -- Oh, Mary dear -- She's tall, she's tan, she's terrific -- Love is in the air tonight -- You and I know -- Cuban melody Mananas -- Has sorrow thy young days shaded? / Thomas Moore -- Paradise / Nacio Herb Brown -- Vieni, vieni / Vincent Scotto -- Closing announcements.

Radio broadcast, November 18, 1937
*LT-10 7057 (1 sound disc: analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 10 in.)
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Heatherton, Ray
Collier, Bud
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Leo Reisman Chorus
Radio broadcast,. November 25, 1937
*L T-10 7056 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast,. December 2, 1937
*L T-10 7057 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudArlen, Harold, 1905-1986Chaplin, SaulHerbert, VictorRainger, RalphBloom, RubeLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast,. December 9, 1937
*L T-10 7057 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Unidentified songReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudKlickman, F. HenryClinton, LarryBraham, Philipd'Hardelot, GuyLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast,. December 16, 1937
*L T-10 7058 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudShields, JimmyGrosz, WillLehár, FranzGeehl, Henry E.Gershwin, GeorgeLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus
Radio broadcast, December 23, 1937

*LT-10 7058 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsChristmas MedleyClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Heatherton, RayCollier, BudWhite, LawrenceArlen, Harold, 1905-1986Waldteufel, CharlesEmilSecunda, SholomBernard, FelixHanighen, BernieLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, December 30, 1937

*LT-10 7059 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudWhite, LawrencePorter, ColeRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Revel, HarryBraham, PhilipPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Morse, TheodoreLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, January 6, 1938

*LT-10 7059 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961White, LawrenceCollier, BudSchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Brown, KeithJohnston, ArthurHubbell, RaymondFriml, RudolfLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast, January 13, 1938

*LT-10 7060 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961White, LawrenceCollier, BudYoumans, VincentMills, IrvingMcHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969Leo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus
Series IV: Schaefer Beer Nine O'clock Revue (Radio program). (cont.)

Radio broadcast., January 20, 1938
*L T-10 7060 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Symington, EveCollier, BudPorter, Cole, 1891-1964Gershwin, GeorgeBurke, JoeLeo Reisman OrchestraLeo Reisman Chorus

Radio broadcast., January 27, 1938
*L T-10 7060 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast., February 3, 1938
*L T-10 7061 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudSchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., February 10, 1938
*L T-10 7061 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudGershwin, George, 1898-1937Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., February 17, 1938
*L T-10 7061 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudNewman, AlfredClinton, LarryBurke, JoeBoland, ClayLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., February 24, 1938
*L T-10 7061 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudPorter, ColeBaer, AbelLeo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast, March 3, 1938
*LT-10 7061 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Collier, Bud
Waters, Ethel
Akst, Harry
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, March 10, 1938
*LT-10 7061 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
The poet and peasant. Overture
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Collier, Bud
Suppe, Franz von
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, March 17, 1938
*LT-10 7061 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Ed Leonard routine
Eileen medley
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Leonard, Ed
Olcott, Chauncey
O'Connor, Shamus
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
Berlin, Irving
Munson, Eddie
Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, March 24, 1938
*LT-10 7062 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Collier, Bud
Duke, Vernon
Suesse, Dana
Boland, Clay
Stolz, Robert
Brown, Lew
Brahe, May H.
Youmans, Vincent
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Three Jesters

Radio broadcast, March 31, 1938
*LT-10 7062 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcements
Closing announcements
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Collier, Bud
Carlyle, Kitty
Knight, Felix
Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Herbert, Victor
Leo Reisman Orchestra
Radio broadcast,. April 7, 1938

*L T-10 7063 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast,. April 21, 1938

*L T-10 7063 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Knight, FelixCollier, BudCross, GlenHerbert, VictorBurke, JoeLeoncavallo, Ruggiero, 1858-1919Leo Reisman OrchestraThree Jesters

Radio broadcast,. April 28, 1938

*L T-10 7063 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Collier, BudBurke, JohnLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast,. May 5, 1938

*L T-10 7064 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Lee, LorettaPheeny, JohnLane, Burton, 1912-1997Lenoir, JeanBurleigh, H. T. (Harry Thacker), 1866-1949Gershwin, George, 1898-1937Akst, HarryLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast,. May 12, 1938

*L T-10 7064 (6 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Knight, FelixDavis, RubeCollier, BudDe Koven, ReginaldGershwin, George, 1898-1937Waldaufel, Charles EmilKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Leo Reisman Orchestra
Series IV: Schaefer Beer Nine O'clock Revue (Radio program), (cont.)

Radio broadcast., May 19, 1938
*LT-10 7065 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast., May 26, 1938
*LT-10 7065 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
AdvertisementClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Shutta, EthelKnight, FelixCollier, BudBraham, PhilipAndre, FabianBaer, AbelLeo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast., June 2, 1938
*LT-10 7065 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Series V: Your Hit Parade (Radio program), 1937-1939

Your Hit Parade was a popular music radio program which was broadcast from April 20, 1935 until 1957. The Leo Reisman Orchestra performed on the program between the years 1937 and 1939. Many items in this series are excerpts of complete radio broadcasts. Some of the performers included in the series are: Louis Bennett ; Lotte Lehman ; Penny Powell ; Raymond Scott Quintet, and Lanny Ross.
The series is arranged chronologically.

Radio broadcast.
*LT-10 6136 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Mercer, Johnny

Radio broadcast.
*LT-10 6136 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Spina, HaroldChaplin, Saul
Parts 2 and 4 only. Performer: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 492. Contents: I still love to kiss you goodnight / Harold Spina -- If it's the last thing I do / Saul Chaplin.
Radio broadcast.

*LT-10 6136 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 9 and 11 only. Performer: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 493. Contents: You must have been a beautiful baby / Johnny Mercer -- Heart and soul / Hoagy Carmichael.

Radio broadcast.

*LT-10 6136 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Parts 10 and 13. Performer: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 494. Contents: There's a gold mine in the sky (conclusion) -- My one and only. Nice work if you can get it / George Gershwin -- Once in a while.

Radio broadcast., October 20, 1937

*LT-10 6120 (7 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961

Radio broadcast., November 10, 1937

*LT-10 6121 (8 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961

Radio broadcast., November 17, 1937

*LT-10 6122 (6 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Radio broadcast, December 1, 1937
*LT-10 6123 (6 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Gershwin, GeorgeChaplin, SaulScotto, VincentKunneke, EdwardRainger, RalphStrauss, Johann, 1825-1899Maxwell, RobertLeo Reisman Orchestra
Contents: My one and only. Nice work if you can get it / George Gershwin -- If it's the last thing I do / Saul Chaplin -- Vieni, vieni / Vincent Scotto -- Remember me / Edward Kunneke -- Blossoms on Broadway / Ralph Rainger -- G'Schichten aus dem Wienerwald / Johann Strauss -- Once in a while -- The one rose -- Roses in December -- Tango della rosa -- Ebb tide / Robert Maxwell -- You can't stop me from dreaming.

Radio broadcast, December 25, 1937
*LT-10 6137 (8 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Contents: Vieni, vieni / Vincent Scotto -- True confessions -- The skater's waltz / Charles Emil Waldteufel -- Blossoms on Broadway / Ralph Rainger -- There's a gold mine in the sky -- My one and only. Nice work if you can get it / George Gershwin -- I still love to kiss you goodnight / Harold Spina -- Liebestraume / Franz Liszt -- The one rose -- Rosalie / Cole Porter -- I've got you under my skin / Cole Porter -- Once in a while -- You can't stop me from dreaming.

Radio broadcast, December 31, 1937
*LT-10 6138 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Contents: Opening announcements -- You can't stop me from dreaming -- Advertisement -- True confessions -- Rosalie / Cole Porter -- If it's the last thing I do / Saul Chaplin -- Romance / Rubinstein, Anton -- There's a gold mine in the sky -- Tango du reve -- Bob White (whatcha gonna swing tonight?) / Bernie Hanighen -- Closing announcements.

Radio broadcast, January 8, 1938
*LT-10 6139 (6 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Contents: Opening announcements -- You can't stop me from dreaming -- True confessions -- Rosalie / Cole Porter -- Bei mir bist du schon (means that you're grand) / Sholom Secunda -- You're a sweetheart / Jimmy McHugh -- I double dare you / Jimmy Eaton -- Conversation piece. I'll follow my secret heart / Noel Coward -- There's a gold mine in the sky -- Bob White (whatcha gonna swing tonight?) / Bernie Hanighen -- La comparsa -- Once in a while -- Vieni, vieni / Vincent Scotto -- Closing announcements.
Radio broadcast, December 10, 1938
*L T-10 6140 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Radio broadcast, December 17, 1938
*L T-10 6141 (7 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcements Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Silver, Abner Van Heusen, Jimmy Scott, Raymond Hill, Billy Porter, Cole McHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969 Clinton, Larry Leo Reisman Orchestra

Radio broadcast, December 24, 1938
*L T-10 6142 (6 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Performer: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-10 553, *LJ-10 554, *LJ-10 555, *LJ-10 556, *LJ-10 557, *LJ-10 558. Contents: Jeepers, creepers / Harry Warren -- Heart and soul / Hoagy Carmichael -- Don't wait til the night before Christmas -- Christmas night in Harlem / Raymond Scott -- Deep in a dream / Jimmy Van Heusen -- What have you got that gets me? -- Two sleepy people -- You must have been a beautiful baby / Johnny Mercer -- Boys from Syracuse. This can't be love / Richard Rodgers -- The toy trumpet -- All ashore / Billy Hill -- My reverie / Larry Clinton -- Twelve days before Christmas.

Radio broadcast, December 31, 1938
*L T-10 6143 (8 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcements Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961 Ross, Lanny Parker, Ross Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979 Clinton, Larry Hill, Billy Van Heusen, Jimmy Mercer, Johnny Raymond Scott Quintet
Series V: Your Hit Parade (Radio program),. (cont.)

Radio broadcast,. January 7, 1939
*LT-10 6144 (7 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Broadcast on CBS radio. Performers: Lanny Ross ; Raymond Scott Quintet. Conductor: Leo Reisman. Access to original items restricted. Original in: LJ-10 567, LJ-10 568, LJ-10 569, LJ-10 570, LJ-10 571, LJ-10 572, LJ-10 573.Contents: Jeepers, creepers / Harry Warren -- Have you forgotten so soon? / Abner Silver -- Two sleepy people -- Egyptian barn dance -- Thanks for everything -- Boys from Syracuse. This can't be love / Richard Rodgers -- When I grow too old to dream / Sigmund Romberg -- Deep in a dream / Jimmy Van Heusen -- The girl at the typewriter / Raymond Scott -- Annie get your gun. They say it's wonderful / Irving Berlin -- You must have been a beautiful baby / Johnny Mercer -- My reverie / Larry Clinton -- All ashore / Billy Hill -- Closing announcements.

Radio broadcast,. January 14, 1939
*LT-10 6145 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Ross, LannyClinton, LarryRome, HaroldWarren, Harry, 1893-1981Scott, RaymondRaymond Scott Quintet

Radio broadcast,. January 21, 1939
*LT-10 6146 (6 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Ross, LannyClinton, LarryRome, HaroldVan Heusen, JimmyMercer, JohnnyRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Clinton, LarryFranklin, DaveScott, RaymondRaymond Scott Quintet
Broadcast on CBS radio. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Lanny Ross ; Raymond Scott Quintet. Parts 6, 8 and 14 missing. Access to original items restricted. Original in: LJ-10 578, LJ-10 579, LJ-10 580, LJ-10 581, LJ-10 582, LJ-10 583.Contents: Opening announcements -- F.D.R. Jones / Harold Rome -- Deep in a dream / Jimmy Van Heusen -- You must have been a beautiful baby / Johnny Mercer -- Oil gusher -- Thanks for everything -- Boys from Syracuse. This can't be love / Richard Rodgers -- My reverie / Larry Clinton -- I must see Annie tonight / Dave Franklin -- Minuet in jazz / Raymond Scott -- Two sleepy people -- Closing announcements.

Series VI: Assorted items,. 1932-1946
This series includes recordings of individual musical works as well as individual radio broadcasts. Some of the performers represented in this series are Fred Astaire and Fred Duey. The series is arranged alphabetically.

Amore mio,. March 4, 1946
*LT-10 6124 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Olsen, Geo

Annie get your gun. Selections / Irving Berlin.
*LT-10 7067 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Annie get your gun. They say it's wonderfulAnnie get your gun. I got the sun in the morningBerlin, Irving
Series VI: Assorted items. (cont.)

The band wagon (Motion picture). Selections.
*LT-10 6124 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, glass-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Astaire, Fred
Radio program. Performers: Leo Reisman ; Fred Astaire. Access to original items restricted.

Fred Waring Show (Radio program),. February 28, 1935
*LT-10 6124 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
AdvertisementWaring, FredAhlert, Fred E., 1892-1953Grosz, WillLee, AlfredFred Waring Orchestra

I'd rather be right. Have you met Miss Jones? / Richard Rodgers.
*LT-10 6124 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961

Jimmy Blair Symphony (Radio program?).
*LT-10 6124 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, glass-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Blair, Jimmy

King Edward abdication speech.
*LO. 4460 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono. ; 10 in.)
Matrix numbers: 1006, 1007 On label: December, 1936.

Kraft-Phoenix Cheese (Radio program). February 28, 1935
*LT-10 6124 (5 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)

Lifesaver Rendezvous (Radio program). October 2, 1935
*LT-10 6136 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Duey, PhilBordoni, IreneRicciRicci Orchestra

Musical Treasure Box (Radio program). January 6, 1932
*LT-10 6146 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Leo Reisman speechReisman, Leo, 1897-1961
Series VI: Assorted items. (cont.)

Packard Presents (Radio program), October 6, 1936
*LT-10 6146 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Astaire, FredWood, TrudyHandman, Lou
NBC Red network radio program. On label: WEAF. Performers: Fred Astaire ; Trudy Wood.
Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 585. Contents: Me and the moon / Lou
Handman.

Schaefer Brewing Company radio program, February 7, 1937
*LT-10 7044 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Closing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Strauss, Johann, 1825-1899Waxman, FranzSchwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984Sosenko, Anna
Summer night -- On the beautiful blue Danube / Johann Strauss -- Gone / Franz Waxman --
Love and learn / Arthur Schwartz -- Blues -- Darling, je vous aime beaucoup / Anna Sosenko --
Under your spell -- Rhumba -- Closing announcements.

Show of the week, October 30, 1938
*LT-10 7066 (4 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Radio program broadcast over the Mutual Radio Network. Air check from WOR (Newark, NJ).
Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-10 1109, "LJ-10 1110, "LJ-10 1111, "LJ-10
1112. Contents: Opening announcements -- Vagabond king. Tomorrow / Rudolf Friml -- La
comparsa -- The yam -- Goblins in the steeple / Allan Roberts -- Heart and soul / Hoagy
Carmichael -- (I've got a) pocketful of dreams / John Burke -- Closing announcements.

Waldorf Astoria presents (Radio program), February 2, 1937
*LT-10 7044 (5 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Opening announcementsClosing announcementsReisman, Leo, 1897-1961Gilbert,
JeanMooney, HaroldHudson, WillRevel, HarryLeo Reisman Orchestra
Radio program broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System. Air check from WOR (Newark, NJ).
Broadcast live from The Waldorf Astoria New York, NY. Access to original items restricted.
Original in: "LJ-10 1113, "LJ-10 1114, "LJ-10 1115, "LJ-10 1116, "LJ-10 1117. Contents:
Opening announcements -- Twinkle, twinkle, little star -- All's fair in love and war / Jean Gilbert
-- Swamp-fire / Harold Mooney -- Stars in my eyes -- Whirligig -- Jubilee in the sky --
Sophisticated swing / Will Hudson -- Goodnight, my love / Harry Revel -- Tea on the terrace --
Closing announcements.

Waldorf Astoria presents (Radio program), May 14, 1937
*LT-10 7066 (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Reisman, Leo, 1897-1961Carmichael, HoagyCoben, CyTomlin, PinkyLeo Reisman Orchestra
Radio program broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System. Air check from WOR (Newark, NJ).
Broadcast live from The Waldorf Astoria New York, NY. Access to original items restricted.
The show is on. Little old lady / Hoagy Carmichael -- Night ride -- Easy on the eyes / Cy Coben
-- The love bug will bite you (if you don't watch out) / Pinky Tomlin.